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This school is a place where every person has the right to be themselves and to be included in a safe and happy environment.

Everyone at our school is equal and should be treated with respect.  We have a zero-tolerance approach to all forms of

discrimination.  This includes disabilism, racism, homophobia, biphobia, transphobia and religious discrimination.

It is the responsibility of all members of the school community to work together to ensure everyone is free from any bullying
and/or discrimination; there is no place at Archbishop Holgate’s School for bullying or discrimination in any form. 

What is bullying and discrimination?

The Anti-Bullying Alliance (AGA) defines bullying as:

“the repetitive, intentional hurting of one person or group by another person or

group, where the relationship involves an imbalance of power.”

It can happen face to face or through cyberspace

The types of bullying can be:

Verbal bullying Physical bullying Virtual bullying Social bullying

● name calling
● spreading rumours
● derogatory or offensive

language
● threatening someone

● hitting
● physically intimidating
● using inappropriate or

unwanted physical
contact

● texting, emailing or
using social media to
write or say hurtful
things about someone

● deliberately excluding
or ignoring people

● manipulating friendship
groups

Remember: Falling out with your friends is not bullying.

We operate a zero tolerance approach to any form of bullying, harassment, and discrimination. This includes

disabilism, racism, homophobia, biphobia, transphobia and religious discrimination.

Why do people bully or discriminate?

Feeling powerless in their
own lives

Someone else is bullying
them

Jealousy or frustration
Lack of understanding or

empathy

Looking for attention
Mimicking behaviours of

family
Bullying behaviour gets

rewarded
Inability to regulate

emotions



The cycle of bullying

There are different roles played in bullying.
What role do you play?  What role should you play?

Starting and leading the bullying
but not always the person ‘doing’
the bullying.

Ignores any bullying and
doesn’t want to get involved.

Ringleader Outsider(s)

Actively involved in ‘doing’ the
bullying.

The person who is being bullied

Assistant(s) Target

Supports the bullying, might laugh
or encourage other people to carry
on what is going on.

Stands up for
someone being bullied. Knows
that bullying is wrong and feels
confident enough to do something
about it. This might involve talking
to an adult in school.

Reinforcer(s) Defender(s)

What we can all do to stop bullying and discrimination?

Be kind, Be respectful Live our school values into being
● Choose kindness, as you never

know what someone else is
going through

● Saying something nice can bring
a smile to someone's face

● Being kind can help others feel
happy and confident

● Compassion: understand what

someone else is feeling.

● Forgiveness: Show forgiveness

to others and make friends.

● Trust: Trust that when you

show how to be kind, others

will follow.

● Justice: Stand up and Speak

out!

Stand up, Speak out Report it
Weak people put others down.
Strong people lift them up.

Stand up and say no to bullying and
discrimination.  Make lots of noise!

If you are being bullied or
discriminated against do not accept
it.  Tell someone!

If you are being bullied or
discriminated against or see any it
you must report it.  Either:
● Speak to a trusted adult
● Tell a friend
● Complete the REPORT IT form
● Email school:

dfurniss@ahs.pmat.academy

● Phone Childline: 0800 1111

Every member of the school community must work together to stop bullying and discrimination.



What to do if you are being bullied or discriminated against?

Tell someone you
trust

Keep a record of
what’s happening.

Save the
evidence.

Report it, block it Don’t retaliate
(often that’s what

they want!)

Surround yourself
with people that

make you feel
good

Don’t blame
yourself,

remember the
problem is with
them not you.

What to do if someone tells you they’re being
bullied or discriminated against

Listen Praise them for speaking
out!

Calmly work with them to
resolve the problem

If needed, get help from a
trusted person

How to report bullying or discrimination?

Talk to someone
If you are being bullied or discriminated against
Talk to a trusted adult or if you cannot do that a trusted friend.

If you see bullying or discrimination
You must SPEAK OUT and say something.  You must tell a member of staff in school.

Email the school
You can email school to report any bullying or discrimination at:

● dfurniss@ahs.pmat.academy

Please provide as much information as you possibly can.

Use the schools ‘anonymous’ REPORT IT form
You can use the schools REPORT IT form.  You do NOT have to add your name.A

● Please provide as much information as you possibly can.

● Either use this link: https://forms.gle/9Lpocq8tVwyKCGvJ6 or the QR code

http://dfurniss@ahs.pmat.academy
https://forms.gle/9Lpocq8tVwyKCGvJ6

